
Christmas Stocking
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• Felt (di�erent colors as desired)
• Needle
• �read (di�erent colors as desired)
• Clear-drying glue

Materials: • Scissors
• Paper clips

Print template sheet. 

Cut out gray rectangles around two stocking 
shapes and one rectangle shape.

Cut out three felt pieces similar in size
to rectangles around templates.

Place templates atop felt pieces.

Holding template and felt together, cut through paper and felt around template shape.

Repeat with remaining two 
templates so you end up 
with two felt stocking 
shapes and one felt 
rectangle shape.

Place one felt stocking shape on top of the other.

Thread a needle with string.

Poke the needle through the top left corners of the stocking shapes. 

Tie a knot 2-4 times for a secure hold.

Continue to sew felt stocking shapes together along edges.

Once you reach top right corner of stocking, cut 
thread and tie 2-3 times for a secure hold.

Cut any excess thread. 
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7 Make a stocking for everyone in your 
Once Upon A TreeHouse family and 
have a very Merry Christmas!
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Cut thin piece of felt about 1½ inches long.

Place dab of glue on one end. 

Place other end of felt on dab of glue to create loop.

Let glue dry.

Once stocking and loop are dry, hold stocking open with stocking toe facing downward.

Place dab of glue on top inside of stocking opening.

Push glued ends of loop into glue on inside of stocking opening.

Let glue dry.
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On front of stocking, place dab of clear-drying 
glue at top near stocking opening.

Place felt rectangle shape on top so it is 
centered over the opening and flush to 
the top of the stocking. 

Use paperclip to hold felt rectangle shape in 
place while it dries (make sure back of 
paperclip goes inside stocking so it 
doesn’t cover back of stocking).

Turn stocking over.

Place dab of glue near top of stocking.

Fold edges of rectangle shape around stocking
so they meet in the middle on top of glue. 

Paperclip edges of rectangle shape to back of 
stocking so they stay in place while drying.

Let glue dry. 




